I Read the following passage and also the questions given below 3X1=3

“It was so hard for them but right from the start they did their best to make me independent”

1. What does it refers here?
2. Who are they above in the passage?
3. How did parents help him to become independent?

II. Read the following passage and also the questions given below 2X1=2

You know our financial position. I have five daughters to be married off and three sons to educate. I am a salaried person. I can’t afford your expenses at IIT.

1. Who said these words?
2. What is the full form of IIT?

III. Edit the following passage correcting the underlined parts. 5x1/2=2½

In ancient Indian women enjoy equal status of man in all fields of life, she received the same education like man, more Hindu religious books like Vedas, Upanishads, Ramayana, Mahabharata, have mentioned the names of several women which were great scholars, poets, philosophers in the time

A) ---------------- b) ----------------- c) --------------------d) ------------------------e) -----------------

IV. Combine the following sentence using---- which/who 2x1=2

A. Edition failed many times in life. He invented 1000 inventions.
B. The conference was a great success. It was held in the town hall.

V. Change the following into passive 2

A. Victoria is wearing a black coat.
B. Somebody steal the ring.

VI. Reported speech  (A) Murthy said, “I want to join IIT” 2

(B) The teacher said, “Honey is sweet”

VII. Write the antonyms of the underlined words. 1x1/2=1½

Nick has a small (a) foot on his left (b) hip which helps him balance(c) and enable him to kick

VIII. In the lesson Attitude is Altitude” a girl at traffic lights looked at Nick but she was terrified to see him do the 360 degree spin. she had no idea about it. 5 M

Now imagine you are the girl at the signal and make a dairy entry about your experience.